
Unit 2, 25 Hampton Street, Hawthorn

MODERN RENOVATED UNIT IN GREAT LOCATION

This beautifully renovated unit in the suburb of Hawthorn is set

on a quiet street in a quiet group of units and is close to the

city, Mitcham Shopping Centre, public transport and fantastic

schools.

As you step through the front door into the spacious lounge

you instantly feel at home. The polished timber floors give the

room a real warm feeling which is certainly helped along by the

gas heating. There is professionally crafted cabinetry running

the length of the room to the entrance of the kitchen and

dining area.

The modern sleek kitchen offers an abundance of storage for

any cooking enthusiast and is complimented by quality

stainless steel appliances which include dishwasher and gas

cook top and oven.

The polished wood flooring continues through out the

kitchen/dining area and through the hall which leads to two
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bedrooms and the bathroom.

The bathroom is fantastic with large modern tiling, mirrored

cabinet and large bath with overhead shower.

The two bedrooms off the hall or good sized and both continue

with the polished wood flooring and feature built in robes. The

possible third bedroom come study/storage can be accessed by

the second bedroom and garage. This room also features built

in robes and floor to ceiling stainless steel and glass bi-fold

doors that open on to the rear courtyard.

Other features of the home include separate lockable laundry,

single car garaging with automatic roller door and solar panels

to help with the ever increasing electricity bills.

*Sorry NO pets*

If you would like to make an appointment to view, please click

the contact agent button.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified

whether or not that information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other

in its accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no

more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely upon their own inquiries in

order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.




